to save wildlife
We thank all donors to the Minnesota Zoo. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of our records, if our report contains errors or omissions, please contact us at 952.431.9237 so that we may extend our apologies and correct our records.

# DONORS 2015

## Individuals & Family Foundations

### $100,000+
- Carmen and Jim Campbell – Campbell Foundation
- The Paul and Suzanne Hanfl Foundation
- K.A.H.R. Foundation

### $50,000–$99,999
- Edward Dayton Family Fund
- Sharon and Chester Ellingson III
- Walton Family Foundation
- Donald Weesner Charitable Trust

### $25,000–$49,999
- Peter Maritz and Charlene Jundt
- Mort and Alice Mortenson
- Bob and Celeste Rekieta

### $10,000–$24,999
- Fred C. and Katherine B. Andersen Foundation
- Cynthia Arnold and Peter Stahl
- Al and Toni Cady Family
- Charles H. Clay Family CLAT Trust
- Janis Clay and Elam Baer
- Ellie Crosby
- Ken and Linda Cutler
- Chad and Maggie Dayton
- Gary and JoAnn Fink
- Ray and Sue Johnson
- Ross E. Kramer, Messerli & Kramer
- Julie Kunkel and Thomas Hall
- David and Anne Luther
- Lori Marco and Bruce Quitmeyer
- James Mayer and Rochelle Gunn
- The S. and T. McCarthy Fund
- Tim Mulcahy
- S. Bartley and Harriet V.K. Osborn
- Michael M. Parish Family
- Jeannine Rivet and Warren Herreid II
- The Taishoff Family Foundation
- Zicarelli Foundation

### $5,000–$9,999
- Barbara and Joe Ali
- The Arbogast Family
- Mathew Beaulieu
- Lee C. Ehmke
- Karyle Hanson
- Michael and Shannon Happe
- James and Laurie Hayes
- John and Paula Kelly
- Chuck and Jill Koosmann
- Steven C. Leuthold Family Foundation
- Dana Lindsay and Tim Pabst
- Phyllis M. Maritz
- Matrix Foundation
- Mark and Katie Mortenson
- Tom Opem*
- Phil and Cassy Ordway–Nushka Fund
- Patricia Ronning Family Foundation
- Becki Sanford
- David Schmidt and Sara Klasky

### $2,500–$4,999
- Kurt and Donna Adams
- Alkire Family Foundation
- Sharon Allen and Michael Simpson
- Kari Arneson and Cody Blotske
- Judee Arnstein and Michael Lindsay
- Bahl Foundation
- Will and Judy Branning
- Robert and Sandra Burch
- Curtis L. Carlson Family Foundation
- Darrell and Lynne Christensen
- Scott Dayton
- The Dellwood Foundation
- Philip and Donna Dobrzynski
- Mary C. Dolan
- Spencer and Steve Eddy
- Edith Earnst
- Kittle Fahey
- Scott and JoAnn Fleming
- Harold and Christine Foglestones
- Rodney H. Forristall
- Eric and Tammy Galler
- Geisler Family Foundation
- Lori and Blake Grams
- Greystone Foundation
- Raymond and Marian Gritche
- Raymond Hall
- Chris and Val Jackson
- Franz and Kersten Jeve
- Alan R. and Judith E. Johnston
- Joe and Cathy Kalkman
- The Steven L. & Jan L. Kirchner Family Foundation
- Eric and Katherine Kirchner
- David and Sandra Kvanme
- Todd and Jenny Laddusaw
- Kim and Perti Laine
- Chris Larson
- Melissa and Lynn Lindsay
- Steve and Kathi Mahle
- Marv/Kirchner Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
- Jane K. Mauer
- Walt McCarthy and Clara Ueland
- Dick and Joyce H. McFarland Family Fund
- Michael and Lisa McGinn
- Christine M. McKnight
- Justin and Stephanie McNeilus
- Mary H. and J. Milo Meland Family Fund
- Greg and DeLonne Miller
- Mara and Herbert Miller
- Susan Morisato and Tom Remec
- Paul Muldooon and Samantha Capen Muldooon
- Erik and Karen Nelson
- Paul F. Olson
- Tracy Peterson and Matthew Goettsch
- Matthew and Kristin Pierre
- Lynne Rasmussen and Brian O’Connell
- Jeffrey and Kjersti Ruehle
- The Runice Family
- Jack and Fam Safari
- Elizabeth Simermeyer
- Roger and Michele Sit
- Jacqueline Smith
- Guy M. and Rebecca J. Stinson
- Joe C. and Amy Swedberg
- Terhuly Foundation Inc.
- Todd and Dee Anne Watchmaker
- Frank and Gina Weidner
- Margaret and Angus Wurtele
- Andy and Ginny Zarras

### $1,000–$2,499
- Michael Ahegg
- Gary and Anne Anderson
- David and Stephanie Anderson
- Andrews Family Foundation
- Omar and Rebecca Ansari
- Shari Ballard
- Michael and Ellen Bendel-Stenzel
- Andrew R. and Audrey L. Benjamin
- Michelle H. Biros
- Michael and Abigail Blum
- Matt and Stacy Bogart
- Laura and Brett Bordelon
- Carol V. Bossman
- Priscilla Brewer
- Carroll C. Brooks
- Beth and Bob Burns
- Patrick and Kirsten Burton
- Buscher Foundation
- Catherine Buscher
- Dan Carlsen and Susan Gerstner

*Deceased
**$250–$499**

Adam and Shelley Abrams  
Deanne and Steven Adams  
Andrey and Diana Afanasyer  
Emin and Britny Alik  
Dominic and Brooke Allocco  
Kenneth and Michele Alwin  
Sum and Jennifer Ambur  
Kate Anders and Andrew Will-Holmberg  
Andrea and Geoffrey Anderson  
Peter Anderson and Ginny Marvin  
Quentin and Mary Anderson  
Rachel and Tim Anderson  
Michael Andresen and Katherine Moerke  
Joan Andrew  
Sheri and Allan Angen  
John Apitz and Mary Magnuson  
David and Sarah Arndtson  
Robert and Linda Arnold  
Elizabeth Astleford  
Gail Astleford and Elizabeth Schlee  
Mrs. Jane Z. Astleford  
Joel Ayers and Barbara Foss  
Marilyn and Richard Bach  
Ron and Kay Bach  
John and Mary Bachhuber  
Kevin and Susan Bachmann  
Andrew and Jennifer Baese  
Sandeech Bahadur and Shrutii Joshi  
Susan Bailey  
Daniel and Sara Bakken  
Jessica Bakken-Kleven and Nicholas Kleven  
Kathleen and Corey Balfanz  
Susie and A.J. Balukoff  
John Baranick and Yvonne Courtney-Baranick  
Carol Bares  
Walter and Jane Barry  
Anna and Jon Barsness  
Jeremy and Kate Bartelt  
Adam and Tina Barylak  
Nick and Karen Basel  
Michael and Janet Bates  
Debra and Scott Battenfeld  
Ronald and Gay Lynn Baukol  
Rick and Judy Bawek  
Theresa Bayer and Larry DiVito  
Anna Belu and Bruce Lemmons  
Vicki Belz  
Vern and Anne Benson  
Scott and Michele Benz  
John and Rita Bergen  
David and Diane Berriens  
Stacy Bettison and Stephen Safranski  
Pattie Betz  
Dale and Janet Beumer  
Lindsay and Scott Beuning  
Bruce and Aline Beutel  
Michelle and Jason Bilyeu  
Steven and Debra Binder  
Vernon and Sandra Binger  
Laura and Daniel Black  
Lauren and Joshua Black  
William Blackburn  
Adam Blaszakiewicz and Ewa Wysokinska  
Mary and Scott Blomberg  
Russell and Suzanne Bockstedt  
Nancy and Tom Boettcher  
Rachel and Kyle Bohman  
Paul and Susan Bohnsack  
Christopher Bolin and Jonathon Dixon  
Daniel and Barbara Bonsteel  
Loretti Bordiano  
Susan Boren and Steve King  
Carolyn and Thomas Borgen  
Lowell and Walda Borgen  
Mark and Marie Borgen  
Dawn and Tim Borgstahl  
Sara and James Bornes  
Wolfgang and Linda Boss  
Robin Bosshart and JoDell Bendickson  
Marie Bouley and Alan Ciesielczyk  
Jennifer Bowe  
Stacie and John Boyer  
Roger and Diane Brack  
Elaine Brigham  
Carrrie and Tony Brand  
Linda Brandt  
Larry and Julie Anne Branscomb  
Trista and Samuel Brauer  
Rebecca Braun and Peter Goepfrich  
Tim and Claudia Braun  
Emily and Michael Breen  
Steve and Laura Brennan  
Charles and Alice Bresnahan  
Peter and Katelyn Brewer  
Jeffrey and Kelly Brigham  
Linda Briles  
Jessica Brindley and Robert Brindley  
Nick and Karin Brinkhoff  
Lisa and Chris Brooks  
Brian Brown and Liz Gerlach  
Lacey Brown  
William and MaryAnn Brown  
Nancy and Gary Brown  
Peter Brown and Anna Larsson  
Diane and Kristin Bruder  
John and Christine Buboltz  
Kerry Bundy and Joe Schwartzbauer  
Stacy and Gary Burns  
John and Elisabeth Burrow

*Deceased*
Michael and Sharon Burstein
Ellen Butler and Greg Hegdal
John Butler and Sara Rottunda
Donna Byrne and Adi Paradise
Britt Carlson
Joan and W. Hane Carlson
Thomas and Marilyn Carman
Kris Carpenter and Chris Venning
Jennifer and Aaron Carroll
Michael and Nancy Casey
Marcos and Kimberly Castro
Nathanial and Alexandra Caucutt
Tereza Cervenka and Jim Risser
Gregg Chandler and Barbara Mundahl
Elizabeth and Richard Charbonneau
Heidi Chen and Thomas Knickelbine
Lili and Sheldon Chester
Pamela and Michael Chmiel
Kyle and Lisa Christensen
Howie and Sheri Christopherson
Patricia and LeRoy Christopherson
Chris and Caroline Church
Christopher and Katharine Clark
Leonard and Sue Clark
Chris Claude
Jeff and Susannah Clear
The Cliff Foundation
Lisa Cochrane
Karen Cohen and Tamzen Cohen
Warren and Susanne Cohen
John and Kathy Colwell
Elisabeth Comeaux and Dan Dressen
Sheri White Commers and Paul Commers
Melinda, Patrick, Will, and Matt Conness
Todd and Martha Constant
Kari and Peter Cook
Marie Cooper
Rex and Scott Cooper
Richard and Laura Cope
Pat Corbett and Duane Carter
James and Barbara Corcoran
Matthew and Jennifer Cords
Ashley and Douglas Cornforth
Charles and Nancy Cornwell
Elizabeth Cosgrove
Kenneth and Gwen Crabb
James and Roberta Craig
Connie Crane and Doug Rausch
Robert and Lisa Crepps
Robert Crone and Mary Cameron-Crone
Stewart and Lesley Crosby
John and Eva Cross
Tim and Nancy Crothers
Timothy Culp
Deniz and Margarita Cultr
Paul and Kathleen Cznerniak
David and Laurie Dahl
David and Joanne Dalby
Cecilia Dammeyer
Veronica and Michael Dammeyer
Jessica and Matthew D’Antonio
Allison and Betty Darnell
Gwen Davey
Mark and Karen David
Edward and Pamela D’Avignon
Bruce and Mary Davis
Ellis Davis
Robert Davis
Nancy Day
Tamara Day and Pamela Wiche
Sylvia De Long-Onak and Morgan Onak
Brian and Meaghan Decker
Lucy and Robert DeMars
Robert and Jill DeMaster
Louis and Gia DeMedici
Ken and Sarahbeth deNeu
Charles M. Denny, Jr. and Carol E.
Denny Fund
Michael Dercks and Patty Wallay
Jackie DesMarais-Finke and Dusty Finke
Sean and Brenda Devlin
Steve and Linda Dias
Linda and Bob Ditmore
Robert and Sharon Doane
Teri and Mike Dobos
Eleanor Dolan
Mary and Kristian Dolan
Kendra Donkers and Bryon Thompson
Timothy and Barbara Donnegan
David and Sharon Dordal
Nicole and Richard Dorsey
John and Alex Doty
David and Tara Dressler
Kathleen and Bruce Drouillard
Kyle and Ronica Duffin
Kevin and Carrie Duncan
Steven and Christine Dwyer
Paul and Katy Ehlen
Candace and Eric Ehler
David and Mary Ehmk
Marian and Leon Eichten
Kari and Brian Eichhoff
Behrnt and Sharon Eld
Peter Eisenberg and Mary Caja
Tom and Tina Eld
Lorraine Eliason
Laura and Shane Ellenburg
Kelly and Bradley Elvestad
Laura and Robert Emerson
Kacia Engel and Troy Fiesel
Kimberly and Jeff Engelhardt
Dillon and Kyna Engelhart
Jason and Robin Engen
Jennifer and Todd Englund
Jessica and Michael Epp
Kenneth Epstein
Dion and Robyn Erbes
Eede and Hartley Erickson
Jessica and Adam Erickson
Lana and Andy Erickson
Sandra Erickson
Eric Estabrook and Lori Wiita
Karen Failies-Coad
Timothy and Brit Farley
Benjamin and Rebecca Field
Steve Fillbrandt and Maura Murphy
Denise Finstad
Angela Fischer and Jill Wachberger
Carol Fisher
Robert and Linda Fisher
Steve and Susan Flack
Talisyn Flagg and Randall Thorson
Liz and Tom Flavin
Donna and Paul Floyd
Paul and Donna Floyd
Michael and Dorothy Folloese
Elizabeth Foster
Jason and Rachael Fountain
Joseph Francisco
Judy Frandson and Michael Bonine
Joan and Bill Frank
Lord Frank
Colleen and Kurt Freiberg
Josh and Colette Friedricks
Patti and Mark Friske
Leigh Fritz
Angie and Paul Frykman
Christine and Edward Gage
Jenna and Susan Galazen
Michael Gallagher
Dennis and Kimberly Gallenberg
Jodi and Tony Gallup
Karen Garvin and Jan Brundige
Kristine and Joseph Gaustad
Kimberly and Aaron Gelperin
Liz Gerlach
Richard and Cathleen Gierts
Alayne and Reed Gilbert
Abra and Scott Gillman
Marcia Glick and Erik Lindberg
Ehrhard and Bonnie Goebel
Dale and Ellen Goettusch
Steven and Bonnie Goldsmith
Ben and Heather Goodwin
Michael and Elizabeth Gorman
Rob and Jenn Graff
Todd and Jennifer Graham
Gary and Nancy Grammens
Alan and Ginny Grant
Lance Green
Heidi and Seth Greenwald
Michelle and Jason Gray
Nathan and Melissa Griffin
Sarah Griffiths
Mark N. and Keralyn K. Groff
Katy Gronewold
Patrick Gruber
Karen Gruetzmacher and Lynn Markun
Margaret H. Gruver
Elizabeth and Nathan Grzybek
Amy and Julie Gudmestad
Alex Guenther
Jessica and Derek Gunderson
Kyle Gustafson and Betty Wetherell Gustafson
Kyle and Angela Gustafson
Paul and Kate Habegger
Kurt and Regina Haelinger
Mark and Cynthia Haertzen
Glenn S. Haller, M.D.
Pat and John Halloran
Lisa Hankins
Charlotte Hanley-Jacobson and Paul Jacobson
Randy and Becky Hanna
Nathan and Rachel Hanson
Johanna Hanssen
Chris and Ashleigh Harder
Steven Harmer
Kelly Harris
Joseph and Ashley Hasling
Larry and Ann Hastings
Jason and Sue Haus
Hawn Family Fund of The Minneapolis Foundation
Tony Hayden and Monica Nusser
Paige Hays and Brian Hilstrom
Christa and Ryan Head
Keith and Beth Heaton
Heidi and David Hegenbarth
David and Barbara Hegewald
JoAnn and Christian Heinrich
Harold and Katrina Heinze
Shannon and Steve Heinzelman
Donald Helgeson and Sue Shepard
Stefan and Lonnie Helgeson
Laurel and Thomas Hendrickson
LeeAnn Hendrickson
John Hering and Matt Vonk
Peter and Georgene Herlosky
Brent and Erin Herman
Kathryn and James Herman
Thomas and Liz Heywood
Karen and John Hick
Jeff and Diane Higgins
Richard and Carrie Higgins
Sean Higgins and Sarah Winge
Julie and Dane Hiniker
Dick Hjelseth and Sarah Schumacher
Kara and Patrick Hobart
Shirley and Scott Hoenshell
Cory and Martha Hoeppner
Becky and Darwin Hofer
Gregory and Nancy Hoffmann
Lisa and Anton Hohenstein
Dallas and Rosemary Holm
Morgan and Susan Holt
Stanley and Jane Hooper
Joan and Paul Hoover
Michael and Elizabeth Hopkins
Sarah Houle and Ben Findley
Courtney and Kevin Hubers
Tom and Regina Hudson
Worth Hudspeht
Heather Hulbert
Mary M. Hurlocker
Elisha Huse and Nicole Carlson
Bob and Jennifer Hussey
Bruce and Terry Hutchins
David and Kathleen Ingraham
Rex and Monica Ingram
Amy Irvin and Peter McCand
Sachin and Alyssa Isaacs
Troy and Jenna Iverson
Raymond and Judy Jackson
Lucia and Erik Jansen
Warren and Barbara Jeffers
Michael Jendrysik and Melissa Gagner
Ralph Jenson and Catherine Wolfe-Jenson
Bradley and Amanda Jewell
Gary Johnson and Megan Johnson
*Deceased
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Josh and Jackie Kline
Brad and Catherine Kline
Eileen and Steven Klemm
Cynthia and Greg Klaus
Cheryl Kedrowski and Victor Barocas
Pamela Klossner and Alison Miller
Anne and Warren Knapp
Steve and Barbara Knapp
Robert and Michelle Knight
John Knoedler and Maureen Kane
Joseph and Nancy Knollenberg
Clare and Charles Koch
Agnes and Bryan Koehn
Sarah Kogut and Harold Adams
Mary Koldersie
Ted and Marjorie Kolderie
Richard and Susan Kopher
David and Ann Koppe
David Korus
Sherri and Dale Kowalski
Nathan and Allison Kral
Tony and Bev Kral
Matt Kramer and Katie Barrett Kramer
Kerstin Krauthauer
Dane and Dana Kringle
Nathan and Elizabeth Kro
Dan Kroyer
David and Shari Kruger
Curtis Kruger
Barbara and Bruce Krumnick
William and Diane Kuhlmann
Karyn Kujawa and Peg Zurfluh
Robert Kulzer
Joyce Kummer and Esther Abramson
David and Wendy Kunz
Gregory and Lisa Kupp
Shelley Kurzeka-Jung and Tom Jung
Jonathan Lacey
Ryan and Gretchen Lake
Kirsten and Jerry Lakso
Gwyn Lang
Tom and Virginia Lang
Shannon and Justin Langenfeld
Mary and Brian LaPlant
Sue Larkin
Anne Larsen Simonson
Anne and Andy Larson
Pamela and Brian Larson
Lori Lauber
Thomas and Sara Laughlin
Cara Lavery and Anne Perch
Josh Le
Don and Joan Leavens
Betsy Lee Duncan
Joshua and Annetta Lee
Mary Lee
Nancy and Kelly Lee
Peter Lee and Wenlan Cheng
William and Sharon Lehneertz
Erica Leinhoff and Ray Attridge
Nancy Leitch and Paul Amundson
Vanda Lennon
David and Mary Jo Lenzen
Laura Leonhardt
Nicole Letawsky Shultz and Joseph Shultz
Dave and Barb Leveille
Rob and Liz Lichner
Bruce and Mary Kay Lick
Katie and Steve Lind
Randall Lindberg and Grace Li
MaryAnn and Drew Lippy
M. Rebecca Loader and Michael Ritchie
Nancy and Thomas Loesch
Sarah and Phillip Lombardi
Rachel London-Myhus and Sean Nyhus
Matthew and Jennifer Lorenz
Robert and Rochelle Lorton
Frank Lucchesi
Thad and Melinda Ludwick
Andrew and Amy Maas
Michael and Gayle MacBride
Bob and Pam MacDonald
W. Duncan & Nivin MacMillan Foundation
Wendy Madden and Jess Mingo
Valerie and Zachary Magnusson
Jude and Samantha Mallawaaratchy
Gregg Marg and Sue Steck
Susan and David Marsh
Chandra and Lee Marshall
Tara Matthews Laferty and Paul Laferty
Rick and Jennifer Mattoss
Jonathan and Sarah Mattson
Shannon Mattson
Dan Matzdorff
Matthew and Sandra McCarthy
Aja McCullough Beers and Eric Beers
Dena McDonald-Watschke and Dennis McDonald
Paul and Lynne McDonough
Monica and Matt McGuire
Paul McGuire
Roy McIntyre
Ruth and Iain McIntyre
Jason and Theresa McKane
Diane McLaughlin
Grant and Ame McConnell
Chad and Robin Mead
Deb Melchert and Rich Grundman
Michael and Linda Merchant
Jean Merry
Elizabeth and Summer Metzen
Byron and Beverly Meyer
Jim and Judy Meyer
Melody and Keith Michaels
Miranda and Ryan Miest
Mark and Sara Migliori
Kristina Miley
Elizabeth and Paul Miller
Gary and Joyce Miller
Heidi and Dan Paltzer
Linda Miller
Robert and Carrie Miller
Lynne Mills
James Mingus
Minnesota Zoo Foundation Fund
of The Saint Paul Foundation
Amy and Raymond Mitchell
Elizabeth and Josh Mitchell
Raymond and Amy Mitchell
Robert and Lucy Mitchell
Daniel Moen and Diane Bastyr
Dale and Carol Molback
James and Carol Moller
Deborah and Michael Monasco
Lynn and Daniel Montgomery
Becky and Chris Moody
Michelle and Derek Moore
Patrick and Kristina Moore
Gary Morgan and Pam Lanning
William H. Morgan
Kelly Moritz and Chad Martin
Jeanette and John Morrison
Edgar and Elizabeth Morsman
Vincent and Susan Muehe
Jack and Char Mueller
Ken and Patty Mulcahy
Michael and Karen Mullery
William and Chouhei Mullin
Marde and Crystal Munkberg
Hazen and Amanda Muñoz
Mary L. Murphy
James Murphy
Katherine Murphy
Ray and Melissa Murray
Meadow Muska and Bridget Doak
Peter and Karla Myers
Patty and Dale Nachman
Patrice Nadeau and Stephen Trudeau
Kimberly and Matthew Naruko-Stewart
Brandon and Karen Nathan
Montian and Mara Natrakul
Christine and James Naylor
Dennis G. Nelson and Barbara A. Franta Family Fund
Dennis Nelson and Barb Franta
Diane Nelson
*Deceased
Ed and Susie Nelson
James Nelson and Nancy Ballsrud
Jordan and Brad Nelson
Larissa Nelson and Jeanette Thomas
Nicole Nelson
Christie and Win Neuger
Jason and Hallie Neuhaus
Eric and Jennifer Newman
Janet Nicol
Gregory and Suzanne Niemi
Gerald Brown and Jane Nolting-Brown
Scott and Victoria Nordeen
John Oakes
Megan O’Brien and Douglas Tiede
Mary O’Connor Dowd and James Dowd
James and Sonja Odland
George O’Gara
Brian and Katrina Ohs
Bethany and Kevin Olander
Kathleen Olona
Michael and Nancy O’Loughlin
Amy L. Olsen
Denise Olsen and Michaela Ohman
Clark and Marilyn Olson
Kevin and Dana Olson
Jeremy and Rachel Olson
Michelle Olson and Douglas Lemon
Mike Olson and Angela Faulkner
John and Heather Olufson
Dee and Brian O’Malley
Kevin and Sandra Ondracek
Ahmad and Ruth Orandi
Sharon Orth
LaRaye Osborne
Brian and Michelle Osse
Robbie and Kimberly Ostlund
Jason and Kelly Otto
Neil and Sarah Oxendale
Paul and Ann Palmer
Betty and Leonard Fankuch
Andrew Ann
Joel and Kimberly Pap
Greg Parmentier
Joseph B. and Dardra Pawlikowski
James Payne
Stephen and Cheryl Pearson
Richard and Mary Ann Pedtka
Charitable Foundation
Brenda and Dan Peick
Andrea and Rick Pelletier
Debra Perry and Lou Riebe
Kevin and Elizabeth Peters
Matthew and Bethany Peters
Ronald Peterson
Susan and Roland Peterson
Steven and Amy Pfarr
Cally and Greg Picker
Andrew and Susan Pieper
Tad and Cindy Piper
Alicia and Louis Plevell
Michael and Jessica Pocnich
Melissa and Lary Pohlman
James and Verle Polglase
Ryan and Andrea Poppinga
Lindsey and Steve Port
Vanessa and Marc Post
John and Michele Potts
Clare Poulouse
Angela and Cynthia Prange
Michael Praska and Teresa Fox
Martina Priadka
Mark and Julie Price
Jacqueline Prince
Randall Propp and Randy Nelson
Crystal and Clint Pulk
Laurie Pumper
Al and Paula Putrisky
Richard and Lois Quinn
Shawn and Chelsea Radke
Traci Rasmussen-Myers and Kelly Myers
Valery and Daniel Raway
Dustin Reed and Heather Dodds
Michael and Margaret Reier
Heather Rein and Patrick Hyzes
Ralph and Sharyl Reinheimer
Daniel Reiva and Beverly Wolfe
Matthew Rench and Charmaine Lee
Ryan and Amanda Rengo
Matthew and Marketa Resong
Shannon Ratiglian and Christopher Olsen
Kevin and Nancy Rhein
Kathy Rice and Chuck Strinz
Christopher Richards and Terrie Bunting
Nikolas and Nicole Richards
Donald and Dorothy Richardson
Jeryl and Tim Rief
Timothy and Carol Risdal
Karen and Douglas Ritsema
Kelly and Rocky Robbert
Will Robbins and Melissa Holm
Jeff and Mary Jo Roberg
David and Suzy Robertson
John Robertson
Patty and James Robinson
Meghan and Jeff Rodgers
Scott and Caron Rodman
Robert Rodger and Cheryl Nelson Roediger
Katie and Troy Roff
JoAnn Rogers and Larry Wadell
Joanne and Jonathan Rogoff
Richard Rogozinski and Diane Torrey
Dian and John Romero
Sheri Rosen and Jerome Kass
Nicolette and Tyler Rosenlund
Michael Rosow and Mona Peterson Rosow
Claire and Scott Ross
Jeffrey and Alexandra Ross
Brent and Lisa Rothgeb
Cory and Jennifer Rubin
Bill and Mary Rudnicki
Charles and Priscilla Ruemping
Chris and Stephanie Rugg
Suzanne and Mark Runkel
Vicki Runquist
Logan and Kate Runyan
Tricia and Thomas Ryan
Tamara Sadlo and Lawrence Mikesh
Tyler and Kate Sahnow
James and Andrea Sakara
Pauline and Norris Samb
Cathy Sampson
Nancy Sand
Nick and Marieth Sandager
Asitha and Natasha Sandanayake
Mary Kay and Orville Sauter
Sandra Scherb
Michael and Ron Scherer
Cynthia Scherzer
Jennifer and Blake Schmidt
Luree Schneider and Leon Hsu
William and Darlene Schneider
Gary R. Schoener and V. Katherine Gray
Matthew and Kelly Schrempp
Kibby and Juanita Schueler
Dennis and Pamela Schulstad
Christopher and Kris Ann Schultz
Greg Schuur and Bee Wee
Jessica and Kevin Schwartz
Mary and Chris Schwoz
Kevin and Elizabeth Schwarzbaumer
Michael and Lisa Schwie
Melissa and Travis Scoles
Lynelle and Tom Scullard
Todd Sebahar and Cassandra Stacy
Sarah and John Seger
Stephen and Mary Beth Seidtitz
Anah and Paul Sellers
Mark and Suzanne Senn
Paul and Susan Severson
Scott and Theresa Seys
Steve and Mey Shadwick
Katherine Shannon
Thomas and Margaret Shannon
James and Jean Sharer
Renate Sharp
Ryan Shirk and Sara Buechmann
Janet and David Simpson
Catherine and Dave Smisek
James and Joanne Smith
Mary Beth and Rexford Smith
Matthew and Margaret Smith
Alex and Ann Sneider
Kim and Jacob Sobaszkiewicz
Mark and Nicole Solheid
Alyssa Sommer Larson and Ed Larson
Pam Sordet and Scott Nelson
Martin and Mickey Souhrada
Diane and David Spangler
Darlene and Len Spiegelberg
Doug and Julie Splitsstoesser
Craig and Alina Sprows
Trent and Diana Spurgeon
Dan and Jacqueline St. Onge
Michele and Brian Stegich
John and Tamara Stern
Scott and Lynne Stevens
Nancy and Denis Stoddard
Robert Story and Ashley Wencel
John and Marcia Stout
Robert and Judith Straub
Mark and Joan Strobel
Doris Strong
Martin and Erin Stuart
John Sullivan and Susan Kaufman
Amy and John Sutton
Randy Swanson
Michael and Nina Sweeney
Janice and Bruce Swenson
The Alfred E. and Margaret I. Syring Fund
John and Linda Tantzen
Saul Taylor
Velma Teichroew
Ann and Matthew Terry
Wendy and Ken Theis
Kim Thomas
Douglas Tiede
The Tise Family
Shawn and Brooke Toews
Patrick and Sandra Tokach
Karen and James Touchi-Peters
Bryan and Mary Trandem
Jon and Donna Tremmel
Jeanne Trone and Joe Ruiz
David and Karen Tsursukai
Thomas and Virginia Turba
Cheryl and Kelli Turcotte
Marietta and Jay Turner
Paul and Carissa Tyler
Faye Ulrich
Charlotte Van der Haeghen
Joseph and Karen Vandermark
Sherry VanDuyne Parker and Tim Parker
Judith Vecere
James and Katherine Vetter
James and Cheryl Vialidgus
Melanie and Charlie Wahliquist
Tatiana and Chris Walker
Kenneth and Jennifer Walls
David and Nancy Warner
Eugenia A. Way
Terra and Jack Weatherman
Ryan and Katie Weber
Terry and Jodie Wehling
Susan Weingarden
Diana and William P. Weller
Christopher and Jennifer Wells
Melissa and John Wendland
Pete and Sara Wenstad
Gary and Mary Wernersbach
Leann West and Brett Schneider
Cynthia West-Gramith and Rebekah West
Chelsea and Bray Wheeler
John and Julie Whelan
Malinda and Jason White
Marya M. White
Patrick and Katie White
Susan White-Jarzyna and David Jarzyna
Dave and Karin Wicker
Karin Wicker
Thomas and Lynn Wieczorek
Chad and Kyle Wieskus
Eric and Jodi Wiggin
Leah and Seth Wigley
Kil Choe and Erik Wikstrom
*Deceased
Circle of Life Society
Anonymous (3)
Dennis P. Albrecht
Marilyn C. Benson*
Debbie J. Biddick
Kimberly J. Bowman
Marilyn C. Benson*
Dennis P. Albrecht
Anonymous (3)

Endowment Funds
Candace Beaulieu Memorial Endowment Fund
Bradley C. Boardman Memorial Endowment Fund
Matthew James Boenigk Memorial Endowment Fund
General Endowment Fund
Bernard and Fern Granum Exhibit Endowment Fund
Sheldon I. Greenberg Endowment Fund
Eric Edwin Hayes Memorial Endowment Fund
Jones Family Zoomobile Endowment Fund
Kay L. Kamps Endowment Fund
William David Romans Memorial Endowment Fund
Volunteer Endowment Fund

Corporations, Organizations and Government

$100,000+
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Flint Hills Resources
Target

$50,000–$99,999
Think Mutual Bank
Wells Fargo Foundation
Minnesota and Wells Fargo Bank
Minnesota
Wings Financial FCU

$20,000–$49,999
Ameriprise Financial, Inc.
Cargill Inc.
Ecolab Inc. and Ecolab Foundation
Emerson Process Management–Rosemount Inc.
General Mills Foundation
Hormel Foods Corporation
Land O’Lakes Foundation
Medtronic Philanthropy through Medtronic Foundation
MOM Brands
Service Systems Associates
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community
The Valspar Foundation

$10,000–$19,999
3M Company and 3M Foundation
Aveda Corporation
Banfield Pet Hospital
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Henry Doorly Zoo
Macy’s
Minnesota Pork Producers
Macy’s
Minnesota Pork Producers
Minnesota Pork Producers

$2,500–$4,999
Associated Bank
Friends of the Baton Rouge Zoo
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
The Dorsey & Whitney Foundation
Fort Wayne Zoological Society
General Mills Foundation
Hubbard Broadcasting Foundation
Kohl’s
The Margaret Rivers Fund
Messerli & Kramer, P.A.
Minnesota Timberwolves
FastBreak Foundation
Oklahoma Zoological Society
Oregon Zoo
Piper Jaffray Companies
Potawatomi Zoological Society
San Francisco Zoological Society
Sit Investment Associates
Foundation
Stinson Leonard Street LLP
Tennant Foundation
Tulsa Zoo

$1,000–$2,499
Brandywine Zoo
Chaffee Zoological Gardens of Fresno
CRAVE
Cummings Sales Company
Dakota Zoo
Saint Louis Zoo–University of Missouri “Mizzou Tigers for Tigers”
Minnesota Herpetological Society
New England Aquarium
Topeka Zoo
South Florida Chapter AAZK
Kowalski’s Markets
Arizona Zoological Society/Phoenix Zoo
Blank Park Zoo
Honolulu Zoo
Little Rock Zoo
Twin Cities Chapter of Financial Executives International
Memorial and Honorary Gifts

Gifts of Honor

Ariel Klugman
Karen Knott and Soni Olson's first anniversary
Curtis Kruger
Aleksandra Kupp
Julie M. Lanz-Gonsoski
Brayden Larson
Louie, Dewey, and Coal
Peter E. Maritz & Charlene Jundt
Matthew and Miles
Blaise and Ronan McDonell
Riley and Kellen Mingo
Minnesota Zoological Garden, in honor of all the Zoo has done
Michelle Moore
Moxy the Dog
Emma Nelson
Jared Ness
Nikko the Snow Monkey
Olivia and Hudson who love coming to the Zoo!
My daughter, Amy L. Olsen
Carly Jo Olson
Bill Olthoff
Paisley and Chase
Donna M. Palmquist
Heidi Palter
Daniel J. Peterson
Zachary J. Prill
Charlotte Pulk
Mallory Ream
Shannon Rhatigan
Manuel E. Rodriguz
My amazing little girl, Charlotte Rudlong
Becki A. Sanford
Megan, Greta, and Violet Sieben
Aaron Sainkin
Dale L. Smith
Ryan Spangler
Rebecca J. Stinson
Lucy Swaggert
Tigers and Tigress
Veronica Tonnell
Tuta the black rhino
Baggie "Nana" Unze
Tracy Van Steenburgh
McKenna Weber
Kevin B. Willis
Lani Willis

Gifts of Memory

Max and Ruby Addis
Jamie Anderson, in support of the Music in the Zoo program
Michael J. Anderson
Edward Augustus
Candace E. Beaulieu
George Bell

Heidi Biewald
Matthew J. Boenigk
Reynold C. Borgman
Scott Carver
Bradley Cayan-Boardman
Kenneth Cigina
My dad, Hilliard Comeaux
Jim Downs
Raymond J. Ertl
Joe Fay Neubert
Frieda the Cat
Florence and Frank Fuller
Diane M. Fusco
Stuart E. Gale
Micki Gamer, who loved the Zoo
Bill Gibbs
Mitzie Haar
Anne S. Hatch
Larry Hazel
Ho‘onani ‘ohana
Brandon Jarboe
James M. Jordan
Charles Kaufhold
Joseph R. Lantto
Orange Marmaduke
Maverick “Bubba”
Paul R. Nielsen
Joyce Olson
Pamela Olson-Cruse
Papa Bear
Raphael Quinn
Bailey Rodeberg
William David Romans
Rebekah Schaffert
Mike Schumacher
Rachael K. Schumacher
Craig Seaburg
Ernie Sinkfield
Marvin Sinykin, loving husband and father
Charles M. Slocum
Barbara Sovell
Bill Sprattler
Harold S. Streater
Louise and Jim Streater
My wonderful Tucker and Oz
Barb and Helen Trombley
My father, Madhanachary
Valavoju
Rene Van der Haeghen
Danielle Velinek
### Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned Revenue</td>
<td>$13,882,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Appropriation</td>
<td>$6,935,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy Appropriation</td>
<td>$1,750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State LCCMR Appropriations</td>
<td>$380,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Grant</td>
<td>$7,968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>$2,277,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$25,233,142</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salaries and Benefits</td>
<td>$14,962,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplies and Materials</td>
<td>$1,593,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilities</td>
<td>$1,586,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchased Services</td>
<td>$2,195,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>$1,569,184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$21,908,314</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Capital Disbursements Funded from Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Generator Lease Purchase</td>
<td>$210,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Purchases</td>
<td>$418,730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Lease Purchase</td>
<td>$106,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Improvements</td>
<td>$69,004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$804,116</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Legacy Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,508,754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Net Cash

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,011,958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fund Balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 30, 2014</td>
<td>$2,193,442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 30, 2015</td>
<td>$3,205,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Revenue
- Individuals: $1,673,577 (35%)
- Corporations: $1,214,662 (25%)
- Foundations: $1,075,672 (22%)
- Government and Groups: $173,962 (4%)
- Events, net of direct benefit: $598,838 (12%)
- Other: $118,866 (2%)

Total Revenue: $4,855,577

Expenses
- Grants to the Zoo*: $3,579,903 (69%)
- Other Grants: $271,687 (5%)
- Program Expenses: $273,575 (5%)
- General Operations: $1,094,010 (21%)

Total Expenses: $5,219,175

Net Expense Over Revenue **: ($363,598)

Net Assets, Beginning of Year: $4,587,171

Net Assets, End of Year: $4,223,573

* Includes in-kind contributions and capital grants.

** The Foundation has accumulated net assets in prior years due to the recognition of multi-year pledges. These net assets are used in the years that pledge payments are received and expended for grants, program expenses, and operations.